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The Bilingual Mini -Head Strt program which offers
service to migrant children and their families over a 6,000 mile
circuit using a totally paraprofessional teaching staff, consists of
.6 components: ins.truction, staff training, parent and community
involvement, materials development, relocating delivery system, and
management. An interim evaluation of the program's progress during
1971-72 was conducted. Because of the project design and data
collection timetable, many of the program's objectives could not be
assessed at the time as to whether they were being met. When this was
the case, it was indicated that data collection had not been
completed. Preliminary findings were reported when the preliminary
data yield information felt to,be a useful indicator of program
progress. Instructional goals for children could not be assessed
until post-testing was done. However, based on available records, all

'.the process goals concerning the Instructional program to be offered
were being met. Training goals were being met although-on a delayed
scheduleo Goals for materials development were either being met or
were substantially completed, with the exception of the development
of the cultural heritage materials which was behind schedule. Goals
for carrying out a relocating program delivery system were met beyond
the minimum standard set,'and far beyond the.lev,el of comparable
programs in offering continuity to moving fapilies. (Author/NQ)
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Alice McGrath, Supt. Intermediate School'Oistrict 1,04
All project §tpff and boards,

FRLM: Beverly McConnell, Eualuater
1

SUBJECT: interim Evaluation of Piogress in Bilingual Mini-Head
Start

rne enclosed report. Ls dr.ovided_for_.your informationk.

as an nterim,progi.ess report on the Bilingual Mini -Head Start

for the program year'1971-1972. » /

Because of the project design and timetable for date

ccilactidn, many of the program's objectives cannot be assaSsed

. - .$ 1
at this time as to ,whetner program objectives are being Met.-\

.

it

, .

jnen this is the case the, interim report simply indicateM that It;

data collecticin has.not been completed. Where the preliminary

data available yields information which the eKaluator'felt uould

bc'a uceful indicater,of program progress this has been reported.

7

For the sake.of brevity in the interim report the

.crogram objectives have been paraphrased from th formal

A.atencnt in the Office pf Educat.itn project pl n. The objectives
1

. 1

are numbered according to component, however, the forma. l

.....

_-_,,-...atmont can be relex.re.d_t_o_if tb,e___.reader_ sp ks ',A mnr_e hrapise 1

/
statement.. 4 a-
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INSTRUCTIONAL COMPONCNT "1"

F1.1 f to 100 days attendarice rh the Oiling-L.1a? program, .75%
pf ne youn4er children will deffionstr4e an understanding
o poncepts of relationship such as comparative sizes or
numbers, relative position or time peguence, sorting,
matching and grouping, when tested in their primary language.

April evaluation: Oata collection to measure
the achievement of this.objective has not been

'Completed.
v/

PRELIMINARY FINOINGS: .1_

Our test of concepts 4opears to be appropriatelto our target
population of three and four year old migrant children, and
tobe testing them on information they do not already know.
The criterion level set was 75% correct.r.esonse. In
the pretest the only 9% _achieved this criterion score on
the pretest and these were priparily five yearn olds who
were enrolled.

correct responses: ,75% or better ''''

correct responses: 50-75%
correct responses: '25 -50%
correct responses: 9-25%

STATUS OF DATA COLL JON; _ _

9%
48%
34%

:

Oata collection was scheduled to take place on an indivi-
dualized schedule; pretests within 20 days of the child's
initial enrollment in the project, and-post tests within
20 days of his cumulative attendance for-100 days. The
purpose of this type of testing schedule was to cope with
'migrancy factors that make it necessary to,adapt the-program
to the special needs of a mobile population. 'Most programs
test oh calendar dates'and expect to have a fairly stable
attendance-,throughout e program year.,,,Migrant programs

gtypically experience great turnover and irregularity of
attendance. This means that testing bycalendar dates
may miss many of the children, and may evaluate children
who have had very different periods of educational inter -
vention between testing points. This project choseto
normalize the period of intervent1on by testing, children
based on their own attendance record, and then analyzing
the accumulation of tests at evtluation points.

The preliminary findings of thiskproject concerning patl'erns
-of attendance verify the need fo this type of plan For
testin3. The period of attendance was examined.for all'
chl.lor2n actively enrolled in the project on the last'day
of Fodr,wary, 1972.,

.In the Washington sites, where attendance was counted from
Nov. 22, 1971, the date when the project began using the
biaingual curriculum,_ the following at'tendancellictur(i
existed. . . .

4
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Attendance of children actively enrolled on Feb. 29, 1971,

17% children with cumulative
attendance of 40260 days

47% children with cumulaiVe
attendance of 20-40 days

36%_ children with' cumulative
attendance less than 20 days..

At the Texas site which got'into operation during December, .

1971, the attendance pattern was the following:

24% children with cumulative
attendance of 40-60 days'

123% 'children with cumulative
attendance of 20 -40, days

53% children with cumulative
attendance less than 20 days.

However to maintain the test scheduleic ed fOr in the)-first
program year's plan it would be necessary Ito get a tesfter in
to each site to pick up n'ew children once a month -(i.e.
within 20 days of the landmark points=-.7i-nitial enrollment
and. 100 days, attendance), _ This has proven-- to. be'enormbusly-,
difficOlt with four sites in two states, and the project in
April moves to-a condition of having-ten-sites in three
states.

The choice, initially, was beWeen.attempting to line up
testing staff at each site, or attempting to use the-same
testing staff at all sites. The advantage of the first
plan would have been economy, ,particularly on travel. The
disadvantage was the great possibility of variation in
testing practice so that the comparability of test infor-
mation at the different sites would be poor. The advantage:
of using the same testing staff wash seen-to be a greater
reliability of test_ information. A compromise between'the
two' was selected: 'we centralized the responsibility. for
testing with a consultant Jon Guthrie who trained and
supervised a team of bilingual testers who went to all
'sites in late December and janualy..----While on site he
trained a local person to carry on -the follow-up testing
as new children enrolled, with the test,results to be
submitted to him for a common analysis and processing.

The quality control we soughtLies obtained in the initial
round of testing under fir. Qptfiritifs direct supervision,
as confirmed by our programLauditor. The efficiency of
.the follow-up plan has been very_poor. Thepreparetion,,
of test kits was delayed sothe field testers,did not,have 6 --.
the materials theycneeded,to-continue necessary testing:
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have not been scheduled into the sites on a regular
basls owing.to the problems of communicationheitherhave '

. a telephone. And the centralized processing of test,infcr-
.mation has 'not worked well to date: ,requests for inforthation.

.. by target dates has not-yielded a timely response. '-\...

. ,__
. At

v
.

. 'Ma
- ' We have not succeeded in getting pretest% completed within

' the first 20'days of a child's enrollment. A.As the program.'
. auditor pointed out, most of our objectiverare written

4. in such a way that the pretest in really not essential to
_ establithing whether we are meeting our goals: i.e. each

, instructional objective indicates a taret percent of
children who will have achi4Ved a given score on the test
administered AT'TER attending for.100.days and it does not ,

make refc.r..Ippe to a gain score over the orefest. So our
,frustration in getting the testing plan worked out for the
pretests may serve As a means of working out '1.kihks" so
that our post tests can be administered on schedule. At
tOe time of the interim evaluation no children have yet :-
reached the attendance point at which we will begih-doing
. .

post testing. , ., . .
..

7.--- '
.

H1.1 The record ckf lessons received by a child during his 100
. days Attendance will show at leaSt three'in each.concept.

area.
,, .

.

.,
.. .

, it
.

.

, Aoria evaluation: Oats collection has hot
.

.-. b_aell oompleted_dn_this'objective.:_at_this_date,

STATUS OFACA-COL-CECtION:

/ The instrument for recording instruction received bychildrenwas chanbed in mid4ear following the auditor's
, recommendation. Initially we were relying on the fact
that the prepared curriculum contained several lessons
oriented to each concept Area as.the means_to assure that
children rece elived instruction in.each.rea. The guditor
suggested that this would not tell the instrubtion, received.
by individual children because of.absences and different
ptarting dates. This is obviously truei (refer to attendance
tatistics quoted earlier in this report). -So_in Rid-

. Year a new form was introduced which is kept on.eachschild
r4cording the%concept focus of the'tutoripl leasons, and
wiiether it.wastaught in'Spanish or English; and the
coeitent of cultural heritage lessons. jhrs form has proved
an nvaluable_planning aid as well because it _makes the .

chi d's'progress'quife visible. +loweVer because it was 1'

not introduced until mid-7year it-will not record the lessons
cove ed for children Who attelided_prior to.its introdUction.
This mai mean that we.will be unable to document the com-
pleteness of instruction coverage for children whose
attendance spanned, the Changeover, in.this first program
year. ,

_
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F1.2,,, Children will be able to identifY,And_tell_about-cbjects-
. arid hOiidays related, to their .cultural heritage after 100days attendance.

.9 April evaluaon: Data collection has not
bee&cbmpleeed on this objective as of this
date.,

- PRELIMINARY FINDINGS:
ti

, On the test of cultural knowledge, the children living onthe Uorder of Mekico showed a clear advantage over those,'in the Washington state project, as demonstrated in thefollowing chart.

thildre6 answering:
Pone correct one correct-

Texas children-

Wash. children'

MAT"JAIIMEJcno:mmmmmmmmmt

Children. who net the
criterion (2 out of 3
questions correct) on
pre test,

19% 30% 51%

59%
. 12% 29%

111.2 ,Tedthers-Oill-Olin-adtivities around Mexican holidays,
especially the Posadas, and celebrate birthdays using pinatas:

April evaluation: Data collection has net
been completed on thid objective as f this
date.

STATUS OrMAJA COLLECTION:

Record keeping on cultural heritage lessons is part of the
Individual Planning and Progress Record', to be collected
at the time,of post-test to determine achievement of objective
For the reason stated above, thistecbrd ma4,2be incomplete
for sone of the children enrolled the first-year. To provide
an interim basis for, keeping track of what is being taught,

weekly planning andkbrogress report to be'mddled in by
each teapher is being 'introduced in April. This is con-
sidered particularly importgnt because of the present spread
of project sites, and the\d-imirishingsupermision that ,can
be effered under in-strdbmicenditions: When this.,gets worked.]
into,the'reporting,epdtem, it Uilfprovide the means of
continuous monitoring of program planning and instruction-
in all areas, )including.the2cOltur.al heritage materials.

.

rl.3 After 100 days attendance 75% of the younger' children
be ableto,use sentences three or more words' in length, and
will use at least fifteen words in their total response., as

. measured by the verbal fluency. test in-their p_timary_langweg

,

1
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April evaluation: Data collection has not
been completed on et thie
date. .

PRELIMINARY FINDINGS:
I

Page 6

Of the children given pretests, 17% met the criterion
on pre test. This required that the chil0 respond.to three
questions, with two prompts pet. question (nine attempts to
elicit verbal response in all) using, at least,, two sentences
three or more words in length, and at least 15 words in the
total response. 70%-of the children did not achieve either
of these requirements, and 15% 'did one or the other-, but

'not both.

A

Separating the pretests into those for mobile migrant
children enrolled both'in Texas and Washington state, and
the children of families Who have settled out, enrolled in
Washing n, there seems to be a clear advantage for the child
.whose ,amily is no longer "on the road". 87% of mobile
migra z. children scored zero on the verbal fluency.test;
44% f the-settled out children scored zero (meaning they
did not use fifteen words, or use two sentences three words
in,lengoth).' In the number of words used in the total,
Response 63% of the mobile migrant childrep used less than
'Fire; ,40% of the settled out children used less- than five.

369 of the concept.arecludecion_the_eonceptOs,teet.-_
'x0 Lied entirely on 'the child's following directions to
move in certain ways, These were the only queitions in
the test in which there were no physical props to be mani
pulated, and the correct response depended entirely on the
chilli's receiving information ftrough hearing. There was a
POrPect.correlation between the children who were able to
respond correctly to these two parts of the concepts test,
and children who scored 2 out of 2 correct'on the verbal
fltipncy.ttt,'indicating that the ability to use language
seeps'to be closely.related to the ability to pick up
infOrmation through auditory presentation alone (even
thobgh the responses,on the concepts test require only .

phySical action and no verbal response).
. . .6 4
H1.3 TeaOhers will'present lessons giving the children very

frequent opportunities to respond, i,e. providing an

%
opportunity for response on the avergge Of bnce a minute
during teacher directed learningactiVities:

April evaluation: Data collection has liot
been completed on this objective; preliminary
findings are that this objectiveis being mOt.

PRE4MINARY FININGS:

Trained observers have obIerved each teacheroln 'the program
. for a pretegt conducted during the months of December,

The_Ricbarz_Interaction-Scale,was
1
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used as a means of coding every teacher comment or action
and "every _child verbalizaticn- or action ,,during the obser
vation period. 0ne of the'categories on the scale is a
record of "opportunities for response" offered by the

teachers. These would be questions, requests for actions,
or statements made to the,child in a provocativrvoice and
maintaining eye contact,so it is clear the tea Cher is
inviting-a response. 'If the teacher asks a question and
then immediately looks away, answers it herself, or'goes,
on to something else without waiting for a response, this
would not be recorded as an opportunity for response. The
intent has to be clear to elicit the, participation of the
child.

For th3 Apriil evaluation only pretest data is available.
.

For some teachersthis represents"recording their clasdroom
behavior only a few days after they were hired; thers had

-,been working up to two months and for five.teachers in
Washington%state 'carried over ftom the previous project it
represents testing in their second year of employment and
training.

Taking atotal group average, this objective is being met.
There were 460.minutes of observation during directed,
teaching'periods. During this time teachers'provided a
total of 499 opportunities for kesponse. This represents
an' average of 1.08 per- minute.

Making 4 separate analysis of the performance of each teacher:
all rive of the second year teachers met this criteria. All
rive of the first year teachers in Washington state,who had
the advantage of the model of the second year teachers and
were tested after two months of employment and training, met
this criteria. Six of the thirteen teachers in Texas met
this criteria. The other seven first year teachers were'
below this standard on the pre test. (A 10% Variance hat'
been a/rowed in determining if the scores met criteria. This
being within the range of accuracy necessary to allow for 7
interrater differences in scoring.)

FURTHER IMPLICATIONS AND INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS

To provide a perspective in interpreting these results, the
evaluation compared the scores of first year teachers with
the scores of second-year teachers f4 get en indication of
.the direction of change being pioduqpii by :this training
project.. fo provide a-further.COmparieon fob purpose of
analysis, the observation instrument was used,with six
certified teachers teaching in presbhools in'5an Antonio,
Texas so that we could,compare the classroom interaction
pattern of our paraprofekSianal teachers to that of fteachers
who had an academic traini'0, and certificates ,on. To 'improve

.
the comparison the ceftirig0 tedcharTwepii_all Mexican
American as were the-Reiiei3i*,eszional teaCbers in our
project, so that if,thera era-8iffarances;4n. style between

\! 4;

81
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cultural groups this was eliminated dfroM the comparison.
LikgwisOth-e'aitriddiuliiifi-iftb-iiitliiiEdg-etiiici-dSChool District
is bilinguals and similar to the curriculum in use in this
project in the degree of structure and the degree of directed
'teaching expected (aa opposgd to a preschool which deemphasized
'teacher focus, learning).

M'

The scores for "opportunity for-response",.narMaliZed for
the period of teaching observafion were as follows;

Opportunities for response provided during
total observation period Tor each 'teacher
(20 minutes during directed teaching acti
vties, 20 minutes during less structured
activities):

First year project teachers: Average 16.7
Second year project teachers: Average 27.4
Certified teachers: Average 31.0

These results indicate that the certified teachers provided
the most opportunities for response, but not by adaYge
margin over the paraprofessional teachers in the Bilingual A

MiniHead Start.

F1.4 After 100 days attendance, 75% of the. children will show an
increase of vocabulary'comprehension-fn their second language
as measured by at least. a 1-5% increase in- the raw score on
he Peabody Picture VocabulatVTest.

April evaluation: Data collection has not
been completed on this objectiv-e at this
date.

PRELIMINARY FINOIUGS:.

This is the one ins ctional objective worded in terms of
gain scores between pre and post test, and the achieve
ment may be affected by our failure to schedule pxe tests
within the planned time,frame (as discussed earlier).

The-pre tests were analyzed to measure the difference
between the raw scores achieved for each child in his ,

primary languagekand that achieved in his second language.
The smaller the difference betWeen these scores, the greater
his bilingual capability, presUMably. The mobile migrant
childrensyere compared with the settled out ch,ildren.on

ffthis measure, and there wee _no- dierence. In; each case,
the children scored'o6,the average' 20 points better:in
tMeir primary language than in the secondary language.

H1.4 Teachers will use both 5pahish and,, English in teaching
lessons and in communicating with tne.children enrolled.

,A r
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April evaluation: Data collection has not
been completed. on this-objective_at this. ,

date.

PRELIMPINARY FINDINGS:

The data collection process planned in the project evalua-
tiob called for verification of biling6a1 usage through in
evaluater report on each teacher during the winter training
period, and from use of each language as recorded in the
interaction report using the Richarz scale, administered
in Play or June. (All teacher comments are coded as to
whether English or Spanish is used.)

The evaluater observation scheduled at the Texas site in
March was not carried out. Owing to some failure of
'communication, the parents teaching in the program were
not invited to the Suhday parent meeting at which the new
project proposal was being discussed. Since these parents
were very much affected by this planning and their input
was considered essential, the period planned for observation
of teaching by, the evaluater was set aside in the intetest
of having a planning discustion on theine0 proposal with
the Texas site teachers: The evaluater will attempt to
carry out the scheduled observations before the next
evaluation report.

In the interim, the pretest findings of the ,Richarz
room observations were examined. From this date, 20 of the-
23 teachers used both languages at some time during the 40
minutes of.scheduled observations. Three teachers used
only Spanish-during the period of observation.

Informal, reports from the trainers is that both languages
are being used regularly in all centers; and the individual
records on instruction being Dept by the teachers indicate,
that lessons are being taught using both languages on a fl

planned alternating basis.

F1:5 After 100 days attendance in the bilingual program, older
children will be able to use a key vocabularyin demonstrating.
their understanding of concepts of relationship, when testeqe.,
in their primary langUage.

April evaluation: Date collection has not
been col pleted on this objective at, this
date.

PRELIMINARY FINDINGS:

Two sets of concepts tests were devised for the project.
Each covered' the same concept area, but the test for older
children requireda "tell me" response requiring him to
demdbstrate expressive use of language covering a key
vocabulary to show .his understanding, and the test for
youn,gerchildren required mainly "show.me" resppnses to

demonstrate urVerstand,
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Children were tested first on the Peabody to determine
whether they 'would be given the. test for'-uyounger" Children-or "older ". The younger test would be given if they showed
the average language development of a three year old, and
the'older test if they showed a langdage development normof a four year old. We had expected roughly the same number
of childre6 in each group--younger! older. Frdil the pre
tests it appeared that the project children enrolled. are
very much behind in their language development. Chronblogipally 70% of the childien enrolled are, over the age'of
four: those with a language development score of four
represented only 12% of the total project group. Of the
mobile migrant children, 10% had a languageldevelopment
.store,at br abOve their actual age level;-60% had a language
development score ftbm one to twelve months below their
chronologicalge, and 30% had a language development scoremore than a year below their chronological age. Of the
settled low income project ch-ildren,(seasonal farm workers

amainly) 19% were at or above'their actual age level:.42%
were one. to twelve onths below their chronological age
norm; and 39% we e more than a year below. The Peabody
was given in bo Spanish and English and the above language
scores represen ed,the language in which the child scoreds.,
highest. The attern of findings above stated applied
whether the migra t child's primary language was English orSpanish.

This, in itself, is an important finding. flany attempts
to test migrant childfeeiThee tests. standardized on general
population groups of approximatel ^ .e same chronological
age as the migrant children beim."' elted. The result is a
"crunch" of the'scpres of the migr children into the
lowest registers of the test results, which doesn' allow
enough spread to get'a good measure of gain. Use of tests
at the levels standardized for a,younger population is
likely to be more appropriate in getting real change measures
from educational intervention with a.migrant group Of -children.

Hi.a The recQrd of lessons received by a child Ocit his 100
days attendance will show at least three in each concept
area, includIn'g lessons focuSing on each target vocabulary
word.

April evaluation: Data collection has not
been completed on this objective at this
date.

STATUS OF DATA COLLECTION:

The disbussion shown u9d4r'H1.1 applies to t s objective
asp-the same form is being used to record instr ction received
by individual children.

F1.6 After 100 days attendance older children will be able to
use sentences four Or more words in length in their- primary
language.

12
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'April evaluatipn:l'iDeta coilpction'hai,hgt
trean-cpmailatedO4L-thts-object-iva-at-t6.-io-
date.

.

PRELIMINARY FINDINGS:
-1;

Refer to the discussion Under F1,3; This objedtive is
exactly the 'same extipt"thit-.thebfitetion fof-accedtable
sentence length is set- at four fiords instead of three.
From the initial test results, this did not prove to be a-

meaningful distinction.- There weta only 12% of the group
to whom this standard applied.4 The findings' seem to be if
th child was capable of speaking in sentences at all,:he
w as likely to use sentences foulliwords Xonb:ap three.
T is distinction should be diopped from the evaluation
prap next year.

F1.6 Teachers willpresent lessons miXimizing thechitdrenis
opportunity to respond verbally.

April evaluation: Data collection has not':
been completed on this objective at this
date. Preliminary findings indicate the
pject ve is being met. '

PRELIMINAR FINDINGS:`
.

4

Refer to'disOussion undix111,3 aelthePrAcass of data
collection and the teacher behavior requited is exactly
the sane for oldet children `as for.youdger. .

13

.
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STAFF TRAINING COMPONENT:.

A F2.1 Teacher trainees will be'able to deMOnstrate target teaching skills during
planned, classrdbm observations by the trainer following in-service
training coveting seven topios with 12 observation checks..

'42

ril evaluation - Data from training completed
to date indicates objective is being met,

PRELIMINAR( FINDINGS:

Data collection is continuous on this objective with trainers completing
observations and unit checklists as training is completed. The review
of training documentation made prior to this interim evaluation indicated
that every trainee 'has completed some training units judged by the
trainers to have demonstrated satisfactory skills.

H2.1 Trainers will conduct training, discussing and'ddmIlastrating teaching
skills, after which they will observe trainees practicing the skills
after which they will discusswith each one their performance, and
make .periodic. evaluations of trainee progess on seven checklists of
.skills each covering'agiven set of training meterials.

April evaluation - Data from training completed to
date indicates this objective is being met.'

PRELIMINARY FINDINGS:

Data collection_is continuous on this objective with trainers docu-
thenting training seeps as they are completed on each unit. The review
of training documentation Made prior to the-interim evaluation indicated

f that every trainer has conducted training presentation,' demonstrations
and role playing, and hai,then observed trai eeei, discussing observa-
tions with trainees upon completion. Only the ashington trainees

, have thus far completed enough training to have been evaluated by the
t .'..

trainees an the periodic checklists, and-these trainees have completed
enough training to have passed two checklist points-tout of seven which

..

constituted the training program planned for this year). It k3 evident
that w. underestimated the,time it takes to complete a training unit
and have prepared far more material, in thetraining curriculum than
the trainees will be able to master during the current program year,

F2.2. After a period of classroom experieuce and training, trainees will demon-
strate a more active interaction with children, au ability to get children
to respond more actively in the learning situation, and a more positive
and encouraging teaching style., -

y

April evaluation - Data collection has not been completed
to evaluate the achievement of this objective at this date.

PRELIMINARY FINDINGS:

The means of measuring the changes in classroom: interaction demonstrated
by trainees based on actual classroom performance, is'the Richarz Inter-

,
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action Scale. We selected fifteen categories of teaching behavior
and child response measured by this scale., and indicated the direction
of change we were attempting to achieve through the training we are

using. We set a standard for acceptableichievement to be ten out
=s of fifteen changes in the preferred direction._

At the time of the April evaluation, only the pretests have been completed.
The direction of change will not be available until the post tests have

been completed. However wre did some analysis of the pretests, separating
the scores ofthose trainees in Washington state carried over from the
previous year's program from those of-the new trainees hired this year.
We then compared the two groups to see if the difference indicates we'
are achieving the type of improvement in.teaching Skills which is our
goal. She results of the comparison indicated a change in the preferred
direction in 12 out of the fifteen categories.

Some of the findings from this comparison are shown below:

1. Goal - a more active interaction in the classroom. Total teacher
behavior increased, both verbal and nonverbal (i.e. gestures to
indicate meaning, hugs and pats, etc.)

1st year averake 25.7 normalized score
2nd year average 36.3 normalized score

Total teacher behavior increased.

Goal - an increase in verbal behavior as a percent of total teacher

behavior. Ti.1717171;xperienced teacher may su statute nonveibirbe-

havior for verbal, thereby lessening the children's exposure to
language and the chance to associate actions with words; e.g. simply

a smile instead of praising him in specific terms from which he .could

learn what it was he did that pleased the-teacber so that he might

do it again next time.)
. .

1st year, verbal behavior 637. of total teacher behavior
2nd year, verbal behavior 777. of total teacher behavior

Verbal behavior increased.

3. Goal - An increase in the number of'queStions asked._ We are seeking
to have teachers get more feedback from children so they can tell
if the children are understanding new concepts, ,And we are seeking

to create more opportunities for children to -use language -- hence

the questions to get "tell die" responses instea4_,Ofjust"show me"
types of feedback.,

lst year, questions used 6.5 narmatiZed score (average)
2nd year, queitions used 10.0 normalized sore(average)

. Use of questions increased.
.4
1

4. Goal - A decrease in the number of statements ,used' a Percent r-.

total teacher behavior. We are seeking a teaching -style in which 3

the teachers seek more responses from chil#en, and, therefore expect
the lecturing type.of behavior, talking over or at children,- to de-

crease as theY devote more time to questions. ..
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ilst ytar statement used 597. of total teacher behavior,

2nd year statements us_egl_6A7Lix:f_toteLt_edcher__b_ehaVinr____

Use 'of ,.statements .increased.
, --

4
5. Goal - An iicrease in the use of geature's by teachers: We are

.

Seeking to train teachers to use gestures-to:help children make ,

comparisons on such things-ii-size-,:and-to use "gestures to help
focus 'the children's attention,

1
'etc.-,

... -

'1st year .use of gikistures.3'.!7 _normalized score.

2nd year use of gestures 4.5 normalized. score.,

Use of gestures' increased.

6. Goal - An incre se in the number of opportunities for response pro-
videdvided by the te her. An opportunity for responsis a question,
or a request fot action, or a statement.in a questioning voice.
followed by a pause and eyecolitact that, indicates a response is
expected. Our training tries to demonstrate to teatheis many
ways of increasing children's opportunities for.respOnse.

1st year opportunities for response provided 16.7 normalized score.
2nd year opportunities for response provided 27.4 normalized score.

Opportunities for response increased.

144

7. Goal - An increase in total responses, verbal and nonverbal, by
children. OurPtraining deals with such akills as giving clear
directions, i.e. not too long or confusing, to increase the
liklihood that the child will be able to.respond, and similar
skills of questioning, providing opportunities for children to state
choices, etc.

1st "year total child responses, 13.3 normalized score.
2nd year total child responses, 23.7 normalized score.

TotatTesponses--by-children increased.

8. Goal'- An increase in the child's verbal- responses aa a percent
of his total response. We are'stressing:Ianguage:development,
and are therefore trying to encourage,teaching.that,seeks both
"show me". and "tell me"respisnies-triim_children, instead of
simply nonverbal demonstrations ofAinderstanding.'-.'

=

1st year verbal response' 627. of_totaYabi0"respOnse.,
2nd ye4r verbal response 657.-of total child

-Veifig;:reSponseas_eetcent of total
increa-ied.

9. Goal - An increase in positiveapproathesas a percent of total
' teacher behavior. Each teacher actioh;_Verlial or gestural, is

rated as to whether it is45-iitiVe, fieuttalórAiispproving
toward the child. Our training dealswith ways, of-encouraging .

a

-
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children, and demonstrating approv4:in.Wa)s that will help the
child know what he is doing that is iight 0, reinforce this

.

t- behasiiqr. ..,- I-, ;

'..

.

Q 1 :: !

1st "year positive, ap oach 227. ofitOi.41: teacher behavicir..

.

2nd year4ositive,apiiVOach 217. O.VidtAT teacher behavior.
..1

Page 15.

:PoSit*Zaosp4O hes as-pet-cent-oftotai-
.

teaclie .610-41 r, decreased.
:1

..1Y
Note: In numbers instead o p rce#ta s, positive behavior increased.
1st year'positive agproachL normalizedilscore,
2nd year poSitive approachO 4age,7 7 normalized score. There is
some evidence that this r0u1t reprsents an increased ability to
make a discriminaandresPonse to the child actions or responseg
instead of offe ing vague,',aPproval.no matter what he does.

10/ Goal - A decre e in nentr#appipaches as a percent of total
. .

teacher behav or. See,kinteachers who offer more encouragement
and more positive reinfo/Oement, we expect to reptice neutral.

,

approaches with,positi.qe
':

App'roaChes whenever appropriate.
i f (

1st year neutral appqoachesfi8:57. of total teacher behavior.,,
'2nd year neutral approaches 667. of totarteacheribebavior.

Neutral approaches as percent of
total behavior, decreased.

L I
P .

14. Goal ,' A decreasi Ttff disapproving -appxp-gcheg -as per -tent. of total
teacher behavior. r training deals with helping teachers set
and maintain cla oom_limits, handle transitions, etc. as a'
means of headingpff si.buations in which it would be necessary
to express disamiroval. ', --_. ,.

. .

1st year disapproving apprOaches were ,9.57. of total teacher behavior,
2nd year.disapprpiring_apprOaches were' i37. of total teacher behavior.

pisapproyinfAvproaches_as per cent
total teaCherbehavlor increased.

4 ' .
. -

12. Goal - An increase in eneouragementaspercent of toeal teacher
behavior. E.;a117;acher.bebasilor was classified as to its intent,
whether it was primailly encouragement (i.e. directed to gaining
the chiles attention; encouraging :' prompts, positive feedback,
etc.) -or direction (intenciecto44ach-or ive information or request
actions for putp6AA of testing ,or_management (direc-
ted to handling _ibehaytor its time
to sit down); eit.reibrictiOn.(i..eillOtingthe-,child's behavior _

when it is in Onflikwith,the,%0Ors wishes). -Custodial care
would be long i,n.maageMent teh'ayi0firand short on direction and
encouragement.nLlood learningenyitOn-ment per our' definition~

demonstrates make encouragement'and direction wirtil a corresponding
r

drop in management and restriction (tfiere?.is sill,amacessary
amounrof manapmen, tut the add on behavior .ofitirection and en-.
couragement diMinispes. itsgiace as a percent, of:the total teacher
ehaviorwe areil.afterX.-,
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lst'year.encturagement 15.67. of total teacher behavior.
.

2ndyeai encouragement 21% of total teacher behavior. -:

t .

, )
. .. . ,

"Encouragement.as percent of total

, teacher-behavior, increased.

13. Goal An increase.in direction as percent of total teacher behavior.

See above explanation' for definition and statement of training vial.

1st year direction 30.77. of total teacher behavior.'

2nd year direction 457. of total teacher behavior.

DireAion (i.e..deliberate teaching
attempts) as per cent of- total

teacher behavior, increased.

14. 'Goal - A decrease in-manaegment as per cent:of total teacher time.

See above'for explanation and definition.

1st year management remarks constituted 421 of total teacher behavior.

2nd year management remarks constituted 287. of total teacher behavior.

V,

Management as per cent of total

teacher behavior;' -date-dt-dA-.-

t§. Goal- A decrease in restriction as per cent of total tkeacher be-

,havior. See above for explanation and ddfinition.

: . A

1st year restriction was used 10.97. of teacher behavior time.

.,2nd year'restriction was useO% of teacher behavior time.

. Restriction-as per =cent of-total

. teacher-behavior, decteased, . ,

,-
.

,

As previously.stated, it twelve but ottiOrfifteen'Cate'pries the
.1.

difference bet, een the new'teach aFters, lloSe who hale participatedd i
..-,

rin our training for a' .year is lathe direction - . .

,.

of change we were seeking. We take this_ confirmation that our
.

tralninis making at actual difference in classroom perforMance,
and. that we are helping paraprofessionals to achievetthe skills of
An experienced and effective teaching staff.

.
- _

..
, ..

It is possible that the differences ,00erved sterd.from other, rda-
, sons.' But in background the teachers are,quite similar -; none of
the 2nd year teachers h-ad completed,igh school although'two had
completed a GED; all_mierategl_031416itonSome point, earlier in .

their lives -- fronljlexic01,te*tei44140rhie;Inpne44d prdvious
teaohing experience but titidNoriceldAkieriou's l'olfS-,:t1Issified as.

Unskilled such, as fleld,pi4i4gtgk:d4VerLAtonery store checker,
_ bPuselceOpet:. The .f#S.t4eiii.--keadlei4:,trainees 1 'Ht_similax, _

backgrounds-, And batext_oit;IntaWitOU-4.- e!tioi6c.i:_. time are
- i,..., ., -;-1:-,,:.-...: ;-...'-cf:"-..--showing tbe4ame kin4i0 7 4eVe;1150111MAIIII"`b.40Minfr. 't ti teacheri..rri

,

, A, .7,T s .:*--,- 1 ,, yui.,- :.. f' , s'n .0 7,;:r- ''"'

' -4'11-41.,1.s- I, ,',2,.: ,:-..;,;. .
,,. _Lc ,

-
'teachers

.,- ,,,-:-.-- -. ---.4.-*-ft-'"
.

'7:7e.::;r2r"'il..1rk;rZt: -. ' ,,,.,_
.....--,
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of children. We will have data on this point for the next evalu-

- aA long-term goal Of the project is.to enable bilinguai parapro-

fessionals%hrougg_intefitive in- service training to become as
effecti4as certified bilingtral teacArs who had their training
through academic work. To thi -s end we.Mide,a furthet set of

observations of bifingual,-Mexicara American teatherS who ate,'
certified and teaehing in the Edgewood School Dittr4t Of San
Antonio, Texas at the preschool kindergarten) level. We again
compared the difference in scores on the Richarq Interaction
Scale of these certified teachers with that-of our fiSt and
our second year paraprofessional teacheri on the same fifteep
categories mentioned above.

Our findings were that the difference between our beginning teachers
and the certified teachers was,in the direction of change indicated
as our goal in 13 out of the 15 categories. The two exceptions
were in neutral approach as a per cent of total teacher behavior-
certified teachers made more, not less use of the. neutral approach
than our teachers, and encouragement; certified teachers used

..encouragement less than otirteachers. /

However on the other thirteen categories the.direction of. difference
between our beginning paraprofessionals and the 'certified teachers
was in the direction we had indicated as our training goal. Akii
of these thirteen-cifegories, in four categories our second year
trainees demonstrated more of the desired teaching behavior than
thecertified teachers; in eight categories the certified teachers

,

ranked ahead of our second year traineest and in one category the
two were tied. The rather small degree of difference in what the
teacher actually does in the clasSroom between the certified teaChers
and our teachers in -the second yeat,,,of training; we take as con-
firmatiort that an intensive inserViee,training approach can produce
a teacher who is prOViding children'Witha comparable learning
situation to that of certified teachers, at least insofar as teacher__
behavior can be reported-in termajrecittencle.edif different
teaching-acts. . ,

We feel these findingehaVetenoralogs,Aignificance nationally as .

the Office Of Child D6e1.)010.010*00104 certification of the
teaching associate, and.as,partoCthe4rowing body, of research
pointing to !'parenfs and 'other re as effective developers,
of young children. CAs 4,ta4e-1 referral,is made to 1,

findingS-reported by:HerAlatiqie0Utton iireshool7Eddcation,
April 5, 1972 "TrainecrAthatedis_e_Bes_t Hope for Long Term Gains"-i)

,. ,
. '-,-_- :.=-447.^,f- ..'.'yf -k-",-."-;:k''''':':;1'

H2.1 Trainees will haVe had four tpHaix,mtnths employment and training between
checkpoints on their.dlaseradielpf fea-C,fidfi SkillS.-

,
..

.
4,- '.-.., ...,,-.: ,

4

April ,evaluation -_ in0",4atas:t isobjective is being mat;:,,,,;
-1.iith-LsOme- qua1if14**Pi.L._ . , : ,

,

lAIELIMIgAY-t-INDOOS1 . , ,..,
;. ._ '... 4.,_, _- ...4.,

- Of ten teachers in Washington atai givenYt aihe rete ei ht remain VI*
the project (the drop oifts..#pte eu ed,one,second -,iir4x4Ree-apikota

.:,.,

, --,- ..,3,1

,---
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first year trainee). Of twerVe teacheis in Texas given the pretest,
-nine remain with the project. All -were first year trainees. For six__,,
--af the'teathersit-Texag;-theprefests were not completed until February;,
1972, so the peripd of time between test and retestwill be short of
the period we had planned, and will represent a much shorter period of

'.intensive training (i.e. the home base period training is more'intensive---
thad the traitItg,possible under full day'operatiots on a dispersed ,
basis after move into the stream) as part of the total intervention '
period. This would be expected to produce a lower gain among these
teachers than would have been expected-had the training been started
as originally scheduled, and the testing been possible`earlier in.the '

,.training period. '

F2.3 After training, each teacher trainee will have demonstrated her ability
lo develop her own lesson materials.,

April evaluation - Data collection on
this objective has not been completed at this date.'

STATUS OF DATA COLLECTION:

The training unit in which trainees were to develop their own lesson
materials is the llth (out of 12)* in the training program planned. None
of the trainees is at or near this point in the training sequence at
this time, so we will not meet the time objective stated in the program
plan (by April,'1912).

PARENT AND COMMUNITY COMPONENT:

F3.1 Parents of children enrollee-14111 contribute their ideas of what they
feel it is important for their children to learn in the program.

April evaluation - Data indicates this objective
has beensmet.

The file of"mitutes from parent meetings, and reports on individual
Contatts made to obtain'Curriculum in-put are it"the,project files.

Parents are enthusiastic about their children learning,both languages ,

better, want children to learn concepts necessary for school, want
children to learn to like and knosi hotg to get along,inschool and with
other children, and want the children,ta learn about diffeient cultures.

..

H3.1 Staff will meet with parents in groups:-and individually to discuss
curriculum ideas.

Ap"til evaluation Data indicates this objective-has been met.
FINDINGS;; ^

Meetings discussion curricul4m were herd atMoses Lake and Mesa in
-'YWashington during the month ofSeptembef, and in January_parents were

contacted individually to obtain feedback,for the curriculum writer
about their wishes for curriculum to bncluded.in the final prepare-

, tion of materials. Approximately 18 parents,participated idthisectiA.
Vity thus exceeding the 107."mit3.iOum participation cited'in,t1le objective;,-'

,
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5/
In Texas a parent meeting was held on curriculum, content during February

to coincide with the-visit bythelprojea curriculum consultant. In

addition home visits were made to,six families to obtain further feedback

on curriculum. Altogether 20 parents were contacted regarding curriculum'

in -pet which Again exceeds the minimum of 10% cited in the objCtive.

-

Curriculum,was again discussed at the time parents-met to discuss the

new proposal being submitted to Head Start.

F3.2 Parents of children eligible for the program will participate in selection

of teacher trainees to be hired.

. April evaluation - Data indicatesthis'objective has
been met:

FINDINGS:

Minutes are on file of parent meetings in which personnel selection

committees were set up; of personnel, meetings in which candidates

were interviewed and decisions made concerning hiring, Including

Candidates considered and final selections, for both Washington and

Texas sites.

HS.2 At each site the parents will select a personnel. committee to receive

applications and review candidates and recommend employment._

April evaluation - Data indicates this objective has

been met.

FINDINGS:

See above:

F3.4 Parents and siblings of enrolled children will be invited to partici-

pate in the program in specific ways including instruction and other

types of help.-

April evaluation - Data-.indicates this objective has.been met.

UNDINGS: .-

:,'.., `s
,

Minutes are on file'in,,,whidh ways,* which famili members can help
t.

L discussed. . In ad5lition,'IndiqaUal comments of wents concerning

their willingness tdthe prpject are on file which were written at the

meeting iff which patents met 'to revieW the plans for submission oft the
,

., Head Start program. ,

.0

H3.4 At least,107. of parents of children will participate in 'the program

earning vouchers for which payment will be made to the parent 'group.

FINDINGS:

Copies of parent vouchers and reports on file frgm every site indicating

ways in which parents, ._grandparent's, anasibling$.of Head' Start parents

have helped with the program as volunteqrs, earning money, for the parent
,



group.

,

summary report is on file for the Washi.gton state centers through
'the.end of February indicating that of 20 families at Moses Lake one
or botemParents from.28 families attended'one or more meetings of
school events, and 21 families gave volunteer help. .At Mesa, of
families, 16 hadparticipants at meetin6 and school events, and 10.
families had one or more members who gave volunteer-help. In addition
several non parent volunteers have given time'to help Mini Head Start.:
The minimum participation figure has been far exceeded..

F.3.5 Each parent group will wake plans for use of money earned by the parent
group.

April evaluation - Data indicates this objective
has been met..

FINDINGS:

Minutes are on file concerning discussions of the parent fund.
Both sites used some parent fund money for Christmas events.
Both sites put the money in savings for future expenditure as
bf last report.

H3.5 Each parent group will meet to decide how 'to use funds, with at least
107. of parents participating in these decisions.

April evaluation - Data indicates this objective
. has been met.

FINDINGS:

Minutes are on file together with attendance records indicating
that in excess of 107. of parents participated in discussions and
decisions regarding the parent fund at each site.

MATERIALS DEVELOPMtNT'COMPONENT:

F4.1 'A consult'ant will develop in-service training materials for use
during the first year) seven topics of teaching skills including
in each one narrative for discussion, one or:More lesson observation
plans, and a checklist for evaluation of.teacher trainee,performance.

a.
,

FINDINGS:

April-evaluation - Data indicates this objective is, 957., complete
by this date.

;

Training materials and correspondence concerning receipt and approval
of submitted materials are on file with the exception of the unit
checklists for evaluation of trainee performance for the final thfee
units. The consultant provided far in excess of the project's ori-
ginal 'specifications both as to quantity and quality. Seven units of
material were expanded to twelve (making sub-parts of three units)
and the tonsultant provided.videoe,tapea tosuse,ror.demonstrations of
several, of the Initial inits. The provision of the unit checklists

_22



was provided at the project's request when this objective was re-

.
vised following, the pre-audit. ...critique_mhich_4ges,ted__such_an

strument be developed for' documentation of achievement.

H4.1 The consultant wilt be briefed on Rioject needs, make site. visits to
observe developed materials in use and receive feedback, and write

and 'submit materials.

April evaluation - Data indicates this objective
has been met (exception noted above):

FINDINGS:

Project files indicate from the telephone log that frequent briefings
have been made (one or more calls amonth)'to the consultant concerning
materials development and 'use. The consultant made two site visits to
Washington state sites and one site visit to Texas to receive feedback
on the training materials, 'and provided assistance to the trainers on
each site visit as well as through letter' and telephone calls as follow-

ups on site visits.

F4.2 A consultant who is a native speaker of Spanish and bilingual in English
will develop 75 curriculum lessons for younger and for older preschool

children for project use.

April evaluation - Data indica,tes this objective has
,been met with the exception of final review and approval
of the last set of lessons submitted.

.

FINDINGS:

Curriculum materials are on file and in use as prepared by the con-

sultant with the exception noted above. In addition to the tutorial

.lesson core of the curriculum, the consultant provided suggestions
for supporting activities in reference to specific tutorial lessons
and as general materials, and audio tapes with songs and finger plays
to supplement the curriculum materials. The interim report of. the

evaluator on lessons materials submitted is on file and was used for

feedback to the curriculum consultant in January. The final report

On the ..curriculum content analysis is not available at this evaluation. 4

H4.2 The consultant will be brief4 in project needs, make site visits to.
obgerve developed curriculum materials in use and receive feedback
from parents and staff, write and submit materials.

FINDINGS:

April evaluation -'Data indicates that this objective has

been met.

1

The consultant was briefed by the evaluator in June and July, 1971,
and provided with a collection, of materials for review from other

pojec,ts. The consultant visited the. Texas site the end of January,

and the persons assisting her in materials.develpment (i.e. the cultural
.

26
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heritage materials) visited the Washington site in February. The

consultant was provided feedback as-per-correspondence records_on

tile, concerning feedback and acknowledging receipt of all materials.

F4:3 A consuttant will develop 12 units'of related actiliAties around themes'

'
representing the cultural background of project children.

4

Ap.W. evaluation - Data indicates'that this objective

has been partially met.

FINDINGS:

The consultant has submitted 7 of the required 12 units of materials,

and has been notified of the need to submit the English language

portions of three of these units before the unit will be accepted.

The timetable fdr submission has not been'met for any of the units.

H4.3 The activities (cultural heritage) will utilize dances and playacting

situations with appropriate costumes representing Hispanic-Indian

culture, to be written in Spanish with explanations in English.

April evaluation - Data indicates that this objective

has been partially met.

FINDINGS:

As noted above, not all of the materials have been received. Those

-which havebeen received- were
revieWPd_bY,01,director according to

the .project cr.iterion and were found generally to include the re=

quifed parts number and types of'activities) but to'be very

generally at a level too advanced foi the children. Teachers have had

some difficulty adapting and using the materials, and some parents

have objected to the extent to which Catholicismis emphasized.

V

A

,
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RELOCATING DELIVERY-SYSTEM

F5.1 Children from Texas will be enrolled in more than
one location during the year.

A-

April evaluation- -Data available at this time
indicates that this objective is being met.

FINDINGS:

April l8 the month of traveling from Texas. to other '

work locations so reenrollment-of children is just coming
in each day. At latest count 38 children Who had been
enrolled in Texas have been reenrolled in various location
in Washington state, and the families moving to Illinois,
and Indiana are just now leaving Texas and not counted
in this record. This represents over 50% of the
children 'enrolled in the Texas site.

As a standard for comparison of the continuity achieved
by this program, statistics were examined for other
program models which have attempted,to. pick up the
same children at more than one location. The. Inter-
stte Head Start, now operated by theTexas Migrant
Council operates a network of centers in Texas and ,

another network of centers at northern lochtions.
attempts to "catch" chiidren'moving between various
points north and in Texas. During 1970 they enrolled
93/ children in Texas, and enrolled 182 of the same
children in northern locations,. This represented a
follow-up rate of 19%. In the summer of 1970 it en-
rolled 1041 children in the northern centers, and
reenrolled 195 of these childien.inexas during the
winter of 1970 -4. This represents'a follow-up rats.
of 18%.

This. model differs from the Texas Migrant Council
plan because that program moves uffole venters- from
TexaS to the north and back again and is likely to
pick up children from,ieveral 16cations_at any one.
The Bilingual'Mini-Head Start,was plannedtd serve,
children in one Texas community with a staff of twelve,
and then splinter that staff to move out in as many
clifferent directions as the ramiliesmovei in order
to provide follow-up to the ,children from this one
community. Zhe evidence-is that the oontinuity achieved
is substantially greater with this project., The level
of 25% established as being higher-than compal-able
programs,.has been more:than

H5.2 Staff will survey travel destinations of eligible
families and plan reloCation sites to enable- the
project to pick up as mehy, children as possible in,
more than one'locati0,: and:will keep records on both
enrollments and children not enrolled more than once-to
help plan for a better sick-um rate the following year.



Ap ril evaluation- -Data ,indicates that this
objective is bsdng met. 4,

: FINDING'S:

Page 2

The projectf.records Contain survey,. information
obtaineden, projected family travel patterns, minutes
PS personnel meetings in which, applicants were inter:-
Viewed on the basis of the predetermined need.for .

teachers to.go to each of several. destination locations.
where a cluster of children would be moving, and
enrollment cata.being =completed each day as new
children arrive from Texas' and are enrolled in the
relocated centers now beginning operation.

15.2 Teacher Trainees empliyed in Texas will be employed at
different sites as the project moves with the majority
remaining with the project for yearround employment.

Aril evaluationData is not complete to, assess
achievement of this objective at this time.

FINDINGS:

Employment records indicate that four teachers hired by
the Texas project resigned; two have been replaced, and
the project currently has ten teachers with an employ
ment:longevity of from three'to five months who have
stayed with the project through its first relocation.

H5.2 Trainees will be selected based on their intetett in
year round employment, and readiness to accept relocation
as required by this program to achieve its objectives.

April evaluation--Data indicates that this objective
has been met.

IkFINDINGS:

Minutes of meetings explaining the project in Texas have
stressed the objective of moving the teachers to follow
the children, and personnel mpeting records ihdicat'e
it was, fully explained to the teachers at the time of
their interview that they'would. be hired based on their
expectation to remain with the project for a period
of years, and to, .move ,as required to meet the' needs of
'children.

15.3 As the project relocates to different states and many'
different schopl districts, -staff will attempt to
coordinate with host Communities so that project
families will receive the maximum benefit of local
programs as well as project resources.

April evaluation--Data indicates that this objective
, is being met.

26
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FINDINGS:,

Project,reco s contain minutes of meetings held with
state and 1 cal hool a onnel in Texas concerning
the Texas ite, as u 1 aa ith Head 'Start, CAP, and

--Texas Migrant COdnbil,"pargdh It aleO contains
letters, and memos on site vi it reports indicating
further coordinative contacts made. The-records also
indicate coordinative contacts made at Washington sites.

H5.3 :Records of coordinative contact will be-made from whiCh
to plan for means, -of- implementing interstate coordination-
and copperition on behalf ofi,migrating families in the
future.

.11

April evaluation--Qata indicates that this_ objective_--_
is being met.

,

'F1NDLNU:

Documentation of coordinatiya contact is being made,
as the pkbject moves into new locations, as stated
-above.

MANAGEMENT COMPONENT

F6.1 The director will develop a scheaule For accomplishment
of. all necessary operational tasks tocarry out this

. program., .

April evaluation-- Data indicates tnat this objective
is beilig met.

FINDINGS: A project task analysis is,on file. There has
been achieVement of all objectives setout for-the
project, but the'majority-have not been in the time
frame originally projected.

F6.2 The director will handle the,project budget in order
to-have available all required monthly and quarterly
reports and documentation of expenditures as required
by the funding agency.

. e

April evaluation-- Data indicated that this objective
has been met.

FINDINGS: Monthly and quitterly reports as ,required have
been completed _and are

/.
F6;3 The director Fill maintain contact, in'persop or through

telephone, with each. site coosdinatdr on a minimum of
once per week throughoUt the program operating year.

. - ,

tM-sob-jeot-ivehae-
been met. .
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FINDINGS: The project fila contains a record of site-
visits and_phone_c_alls to each site COnfirlaing
that -de has been administrative contact at least
once a week.

-



IN SUMMARY:

27.

The instructional goal's for children cannot be assessed until poi
testing has been done, which it has not at this time. The process

goals concerning the instructional pro4ramto be offered are all

being met, based:on availabke records:
1 ,

The training goals a're being met' although on pr delayed schedule.

The evidence) from the conparison'bItfirst year trainees with -

second year trainees indicates that the training is effective'in

increasing classroom skills, and-that 'paraprofessionals partici-
pating for 14 months have become very close to the profile of classroom

interaction of certified teachers.

The goals for parent involvement have all been met.

The goals for materials developthent have, either been met or are sub-

stantially completed, with the exception ofihe development of the cul-
tural heritage materials which is behind schedule.

The goals for carrying out a relocating program delivery system are
being met beyond the minimum standard set, and far beyond the level
of comparable programs in offering continuity to moving families.

The management, goals are being met.

IN CONCLUSION:

This pro ect is a difficult one based on offering service to a moving
.14- --

targgt o efa 6000 mile circuit, using a totally paraprofessional teaching

staff, d attemptinglto put together operating funds within the
tonflic ing guidelines of federal funding sources. Despite the ob-

stacles, the project's goals are being achieved, and a significant
service offered 0 migrant children and their families.

-2 9
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